Conceptualisation to execution of CANDI,
An initiative taken by Canara Bank to launch a Digital Branch.
MG, Road, Banglore.
Date : July - 2017

A

P R O J E C T

B Y

CANDI is a technology driven company.
Future is nothing but an upgrade to
environment around us,
as far as technology is concerned.
Today, the present time, will become past
leaving behind footprints of advancement
“What if,today,we know what the future will be?”
CANDI, a futuristic concept,
is exactly what future of banking will be
and an effort . . . .

INSPIRED BY FUTURE to build the future

EFFORT

TEAMWORK

The over night vibrant result, CANDI was a result of positive energy contributed by each department in their
own way. DIT handling the technical aspect of the same, Premises team really got us everything needed.
The head of construction team had a great vision and delivering the needed look and finish and
at the same time handling the roots of it. The designing team of Bank was parallel support to the same.

TRIANGLES EVERYWHERE

CONCEPT

Canara’s logo is two triangles engaged strongly like a true bond and the logo of CANDI well made by the bangalore based firm Ittisha
Is a perfect mirror of the root of it. “A” in the name is a triangle itself. Hence triangles were incorporated in the ceiling plan, in the artworks
and other designs. As the only diagram that we know the best, “a circle”, signifies our geological significance and past. Where in a triangle
gives us an opportunity to feel “futuristic”. The designs of the kind of tables, chairs and ads placed inside the store were made futuristic
basing it on the content already existed. The Ceiling which was the strongest mode to grab attention Hence, was made 3D and
suspended. The strong and well spread white color in the ceiling was a balancing element in the color context of the entire space.

COLORFUL SPECTURM

BRIEF

A “colorful bank” one heard may not promise its capabilities precisely but one thing is for sure, Its DIFFERENT.
An initial attraction can be achived in two ways; by making a master piece or by make a piece which is different.
Absorbing the same we kept increasing the colors in the system which was polished glass.
The creative content reflects the same and also the info graphics.

THE SPACE P L A N N I N G

The debut location for CANDI was 1600 sq ft space and a lot of planning had to be done for the
placement of the furniture and designing of them. DIT team’s immense research and specified
measurements were an advantage to the process. The technical patches in the branch were well in place
but the lounge area and few more were not in the same and hence we included customized furniture
and picked up tiny stools and chairs. The clarity and neatness was never compromised.
ROBOT AREA M E T A L L I C

The robot of Canara, named BRO is a high tech affair for any banking sector player. Hence the basic
theme of that section is metal. Right from tiles to the laminate metal finish is dedicated. The glass
skirting to the robot stand is to ensure the safety of Bro.
INSPIERED BY FUTURE T A G L I N E

Inspired By Future
. The tagline was incorporated in every significant was as it is the belief of CANDI. The twin arrows in both the direction signifies
infinite scope of expansion in either direction.

All the technical drawings are well documented with the CAD specifications and 3D models. Color
scheme is a very important aspect of CANDI. The four colors and a black and white packaging makes it
a adorable gift to the people. The high tech machines of flawless results are the back bone of CANDI.
It stands among the special projects we have ever done with a good learning experience.
We hope that this document shall serve the purpose of replication at the other branches.
May CANDI make a journey and never look back.

DESIGN DIRECTORY :

SOLUTION

In the context of Branding through design, it always works with the well directed
assembly of the basics. The understanding of the client’s perspective is the
inner-shell, which plays an very important role in the final outcome.
During our initial phase of study on the client; Canara Bank and its new venture;CANDI, we realized that bank is among the leading banks of the country and it has
a humongous brand loyal account “Partner(s)”. CANDI was an existing entity only to
welcome a youthful banking to the new “Target”group which was youth. Hence the
genre of the design had to be a “Elite” yet “Youthful”.

DIRECTORY
Finalization of space
Space allocation
Basic CAD Plan
Partitioning
Light plan / Elevation drawings / CAD plans
Furniture and fixtures manufacturing / purchase
False Ceiling Framing
Wiring and connections
Flooring / Tiling
False Ceiling
Lamination of Walls
3D Ceiling triangle formation
Glass fixtures and fittings
Creatives and ads fixtures
Machines Placement and testing
Signage boards and in-store signage
Furniture and fixture placement

The LOGO
Portray Canara as unique in its field , symbolize forward thinking, contemporary qualities , convey a clear, recognizable image to the customer.

T H E

D E S I G N

The logo is made of the letters of the word Candi. A triangle is used in place of the letter A. The
triangle signifies upward mobility, dynamism and progress, which in this case, aptly describes the Bank’s
digital branch initiative. Triangles suggest stability and imply balance. Straight lines impart strength,
professionalism and efficiency. The three triangles in the logo represent progression, direction and purpose
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Gradiant

Colours – The color palette includes shades of Blue in the typography and the colors Yellow, Pink, Blue and Purple
in the triangles. The color Blue is associated with trust and dependability, both important qualities that add to a
brand’s image. Darker shades of Blue represent power and integrity. The color Yellow represents innovation and, the
colors Purple and Pink, impart a sense of vibrancy and youthfulness.

C A N D I

THE FIRST IMPRESSION

CANDI Hoarding
Placement : L - Shaped
Language : Hindi

Concrete Wall

Canara Bank Main Hoarding, Cantonment Branch, Bangalore

CANDI Hoarding
Placement : 24 x 7
Language : Kannada

CANDI Main Hoarding
Placement : Center
Language : English

Glass

Glass

Glass

Concrete Wall

WINDOW WALL ELEVATION

Concrete Wall

SIDE WALL ELEVATION

Glass

Entrance to
the digital
branch, CANDI

Glass

ENTRANCE ELEVATION

The facade of a building is the most important aspect from a design standpoint, as it sets the tone for the rest of the building. The sun shines
through the letters of CANDI making it a major impact on the aesthetic appeal of the bank. Thus CANDI say a lot about canara bank and it’s
business to it’s customers ! It’s the customer’s first impression of a business’s brand. And CANDI has set the standards high for a digital branch.

Front Facade Entrance to CANDI

C A N D I MAIN HOARDING

L-Shaped Side Wall Hoarding

Front Facade

Elevation Graphics

24 x 7 Hoarding

Material : Flex Print

Logo Material (CANDI, tagline mnemonic) : 3mm Acrylic Sheet
Sticker Sheet : All sides mandatory
Colour : Refer Logo Colour Code
Backgroung : Black Colour, Flex Print

It’s All in The Glaze
Gloss tiles have a reflective and smooth surface that bounces off
light, making a room seem brighter and often bigger.
The laws of atomic physics inform us that it’s absolutely impossible to achieve a
surface that is perfectly smooth, but even on a microscopic level, a glossy glazed
surface is exceptionally flush and uniform. The undulations and protrusions on a
glossy surface are limited to a length of about 390nm – now take it from me, that’s
an indiscernibly minute distance. Indeed, this distance is so infinitesimal that it’s
actually shorter that the wavelength of visible light, and thus to light the surface
appears perfectly smooth! So when light falls onto a glossy glaze it bounces off
the surface in a “specular” or mirror-like fashion that is highly reflective.
This lighting trick makes them perfect for CANDI

Flooring Company : Simpolo
Code : Alaska Whiite
Size : 4’ x 4’
Tile Colour : Glossy White

flooring

24 x 7

Depression

Depression

Inspired by the CANDI logo itself, the
triangle signifies upward mobility, dynamism and progress, which in this case, aptly describes the Bank’s
digital branch initiative. Thus as you enter the digital
branch an invisible line of triangle forming in the shape
of an arrow which points towards the 3 main important machines of the 24x7 lounge i.e the cash deposit,
atm and cheque deposit, thus giving it importance has
been the concent on the ceiling.
A logo has been prescribed in the center
for branding of CANDI

Plan B

Plan A

Logo Material : 3mm Acrylic Sheet
Sticker Sheet : All sides mandatory
Colour : Refer Logo Colour Code

Ceiling Plan

24 x 7

Elevation Drawings

White Glossy Laminate
Cash Deposit

Product Ad 1
Product Ad 2
Product Ad 3
Canara Bank History Graphic

People process visuals around 60.000 times faster. This stresses the need for
advertisers to be spot on in the visual department. When a product/graphics
is being processed so swiftly, best immediate impression is needed. By placing
the product in a way people can picture it by standing in a line, waiting for
their turn to use the atm that way it’s easier for the consumer to process it with
sufficient amount of time in hand.

ATM

Cheque
Deposit

F R O N T ELEVATION . 24 X 7

R I G H T ELEVATION . 24 X 7

24 x 7

Placement of machines from the left.
1. Cash Deposit Kiosk.
2. ATM Cash.
3 Cheque Deposit Kiosk.
An acrylic sheet with a width of 4” inch running a
stretch around the 3 machines has been lit with
white LED which thus enhanses the 3 kiosks.

Product Ad 2

Cash Deposit Signage

24 x 7

Elevation Graphics

R I G H T ELEVATION . 24 X 7 GRAPHICS
Product Ad 1

Canara Bank History Graphic

Product Ad 3

ATM Signage

Cheque Deposit Signage

F R O N T
ELEVATION
24 X 7

Thankyou for Banking Artwork

History of
banking

Robot Glass
Artwork

Exit

Glass Entrance for the Digital Branch

The use of Vinyl stickers on glass in advertising
is an innovative way to attract attention.
The huge panel of glass wall starting from left.
1. History of Banking. 2. Robot Artwork.
The Left Wall Elevation mainly is built up with glass panels touching the ceiling
height. This consist of a wide automated opening door to the Digital Branch.

R E A R ELEVATION . 24 X 7

Elevation Drawings

L E F T

ELEVATION . 24 X 7

24 x 7

Exit Facade

A customer when done with work proceeds to leave
the Digital Branch of Canara Bank he is existed with
words of intellegence that thank him and justify his
exsistence as now a part of the future, and invite
him to visit again for Canara’s timless banking.

Robot Glass Artwork

L E F T ELEVATION . 24 X 7

History of banking

Thankyou for Banking Artwork

R E A R ELEVATION . 24 X 7

F L O O R GRAPHICS . 24 X 7

Elevation Graphics

24 x 7

Digital Lounge
C A N D I

I N

M A K I N G

The base plan is designed to exhibit features of the digital Branch of Canara
Bank. CANDI will provide an end-to-end digital experience to customers.
The tools and devices include Customer On-Board Application which facilitates instant opening of Savings Bank account by the customer himself using
fingerprint/ IRIS authentication, printing of personalised debit card, cheque
book, mobile/ Internet banking registration, generation of e-Passheet and issuance of virtual welcome kit.
There is an app-based token and queue management system to facilitate
paperless appointment system using cloud technology and Digital Challan to
facilitate filling up challans digitally by customers at their own convenience for
services like cash deposit, fund transfer and cheque clearing. There is a Digital Feedback System to get feedback from customers on the services availed
by them and video banking to facilitate interaction with remote-site Subject
Matter Experts on various categories of retail loans and corporate advances.
24 x 7 : Open Day and Night . Digital Lounge : Service Hours only

Total Square Feet Area :
Number of Rooms : 8
a. 24 x 7. b. Lounge
c. Robot Room
d. Manager’s Cabin
e. IP Conference Room
f. Staff Pantry
g. 24 x 7 machine service room
h. account opening/print debit
card machine service room.
Furniture/ Fixture
- 1 reception help desk + 2 tab
challan/token stand
- 2 Internet Banking Counter
- 6 comforable lounge seating
arrangements + 2 tables with 2
chairs each for customer work
space
- 4 Working Desk + 4 customer
seating
- 1 Robot stand with 63” Interactive screen slab and a tab stand
- 1 manager working desk + center table + 5 comforable lounge
seating arrangements.

Base Plan

Digital Lounge

- 1 center table with 4 customer
seating for IP conference room

Digital Lounge
C A N D I

I N

M A K I N G

Floors of any space is the only factor which is directly in utility and has direct
contact with the user and holds less importance in terms of overall design but
needs to be complimenting the entire design and speak for itself.
It makes an add-on subconsciously into the mind. Keeping views of the entire
design theme, glossy white tiles were selected as the main flooring of 4X4 sq ft,
Bigger the tile size bigger the space will appear.
The robot room being the most technical sub head of auto-assistance with
a graphical interface in the form of giant screen, were given metallic tiles. As
the space of this section is not big 2X2 sq ft tiles were used. It completely depends on the sizes allocated to the specific areas to decide the tile size.
The waiting area and the two cabins were implemented with wooden tiles.
This action supports two major things; Giving lounge area an elite feel and
allowing incorporation of the off-white lighting in the selected area for
enhacing the customer experince in the CANDI branch.

Total Square Feet Area :
Number of Rooms : 8
a. 24 x 7 : White Glossy Tiles
b. Digital Lounge : White Glossy Tiles
c. Lounge : Wooden Flooring
d. Robot Room : Silver Metallic Tiles
e. Manager’s Cabin : Wooden Flooring
f. IP Conference Room : Wooden Flooring
Following are the list of tiles with the
specifications in terms of company, size,
colour and code of the product.

Flooring Company : Simpolo
Code : Alaska Whiite
Size : 4’ x 4’
Tile Colour : Glossy White
Flooring Company : China
Make
Code : not provided
Size : 2’ x 2’
Colour : Metallic Silver
Flooring Company : Euro
make
Code :
Size : 40” x 8”
Colour : Walnut Brown

Base Plan

Digital Lounge

Digital Lounge Ceiling
C A N D I

I N

M A K I N G

Ceilings are one of the important elements of an interior space as they offer the maximum unobstructed view of working spaces. As a result, the ceiling is an important
element of open office layout and defines its aesthetics enhancing acoustics and
defining space. A ceiling has a large surface area, it plays an important role in the
acoustic and thermal comfort of a space.
After all, great décor is the first step to an enviable first impression.
Taking an inspirating from the logo, triangles have been made sure to form a part of
the CANDI branding durning ideology. Thus the strength of triangle as a design aspect is quite predominant in all the branding and marketing collaterals.
The triangle signifies upward mobility, dynamism and progress, which in this case, aptly
describes the Bank’s digital branch initiative.
To rightly convey the same, from the start of the entrance above on an angle making
90 degree 6 triangles are placed in a line forming an invisible line to define the pathway giving the clients/customers a sense of direction and importance.
The manager’s room and the IP conference hall has a spectacular 3 dimentional logo
fixed right above. Thus the logo itself forming the false ceiling
The Lounge area has been sophiscated with heavy blocks of wooden panels parallel
to each giving the lounge a luxurious class to the customers waiting for their turn

Digital Triangle Suspension Ceiling
Top covering : 4mm Acrylic Sheet
Block Structure : 19mm Ply
Triangle Side Lamination :Black Lamination
Company :
Code :
Colour : Jet Black
Sticker Sheet : All corners mandatory
Support Road : Anchor Road,1inch sleeve
Lounge Ceiling : Wooden Blocks
Block Material : 19mm Ply, 1mm laminate
Lamination : Wooden Laminate
Company :
Code :
Colour : Walnut Wooden Brown
Support Road : Anchor Road,1inch sleeve
Manager’s Room and IP Conferench
Room : 3D cut Logo
Logo Material : 3mm Acrylic Sheet
Sticker Sheet : All sides mandatory
Colour : Refer Logo Colour Code

Digital Lounge

Ceiling Master Plan

C E I L I N G

PLAN A

C E I L I N G

C E I L I N G

MASTER PLAN

PLAN B

Digital Lounge

F R O N T

ELEVATION . DIGITAL BRANCH

Wooden False Ceiling Blocks
32” Television

White Glossy Laminate
Sinage
Board D

Sinage
Board C

White Glossy Laminate

Account
Opening

Debit
Card P. M

Sinage
Board B

Sinage
Board A

White Glossy Laminate

Lounge Sofa Single Seater
Counter D

Counter C

Counter B

Counter A

The importance of the bank’s front elevation is to convey the appearance and specific design elements of the bank from the front. The most
constantly viewed section of the bank would be the front elevation thus giving it a massive importance. To the left a 32” wide TV has been displayed for constant updated live news by Canara Bank. The machines placed exactly in the center of the establishment are account opening and
debit card printing machines. An acrylic sheet with a width of 4” inch running a stretch around the 3 machines has been lit with white LED which thus
enhanses the 2 kiosks. The back-lit acrylic borders of the machine give the section an importance. Table signage in the form of alphabets A, B, C
and D placed strategically depending upon the visibility once entered.

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White

RICH CUSTOMER INTERACTION

Lamination : Violet Lamination
Company : Formica
Code : FI 1311 (SF)
Colour : Rhodolite Matte

Counter D

Counter Table
Lounge Sofa
Surface : Wood
Finishing : Polished
Colour : Walnut Brown
Fabrication : Fabric/Cloth
Colour : Dark Violet

COMFORTABLE SEATING EXPERIENCE

Open Account Signage

F R O N T

Signage Board A

Digital Lounge

Instant Debit Card Signage

ELEVATION . DIGITAL LOUNGE

Signage Board B

Signage Board C

Elevation Graphics

Signage Board D

43” Television

Glass Panel

Glass Panel

G.P

Sliding Door
Opening

Glass Panel

Reception
Need Help
Desk

Glass Panel

Tab Stand

Tab Stand

21” Mac
Desktop

White Glossy Laminate

R E A R . ELEVATION . DIGITAL BRANCH

21” Mac
Desktop

Robot
Stand

To the left, the room has a humanoid robot that addresses basic queries of customers on banking products and services. This is a first-of-its kind
initiative by a public sector bank in the country. Thus crafting the space in the form of a window display. After the entry from the left in the order of
placement we have the reception desk, token, challan. Please maintain the order for simplified customer experience with the bank procedures as there
are features like an spp-based token and queue management system to facilitate paperless appointment system using cloud technology and Digital
Challan to facilitate filling up challans digitally by customers at their own convenience. The branch has two 21” mac desktop for internet banking

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White
Exterior - Solid Surface
Lamination : Violet Lamination
Company : Formica
Code : FI 1311 (SF)
Colour : Rhodolite Matte

Robot Platform
FACE THE FUTURE

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White
For Top Base of the table
Lamination Colour : Yellow, Sea
Green, Violet and Red.
*refer the logo colour codes

RICH CUSTOMER INTERACTION

Help Desk

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White
ENCOUNTER SIMPLICITY

Tab Table
E-Banking
Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White
Lamination : White Laminate
Company : VIR
Code : Milky White SG4001
Colour : Glossy White

LUXURY MEETS
FUNCTIONALITY

Need Help Signage

Digital Token Signage

Digital Slip Signage

Robot Technical Conversation Questionair

R E A R

ELEVATION . DIGITAL LOUNGE

Elevation Graphics

Digital Lounge

. PLAN . DIGITAL BRANCH

With all the QR codes on the pillar to download the apps, the
experience of CANDI reaches more interaction even ouside the store.
The two tabs on the pillar are for Digital Token and Digital Slips. The
screen above shows the digital queue and announcements.
The bottom part of the pillar has utility spaces smartly created for
electricity plug points and to nealty place the coonection wires.

Column Elevation

Digital Lounge

Lamination : White Laminate
Company : VIR
Code : Milky White SG4001
Colour : Glossy White

Television

QR Text
QR
Graphic

Tab Table
Electrical Points

Q R WALL B R A N D I N G

C O L U M N ELEVATION

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White’

Ceiling Triangle

. FRONT ELEVATION . DIGITAL BRANCH

CANDI is not just a young branch of Canara’s legacy but also a
digital experience which the users encounter while using its services.
The round pillar which is at the center of the store has graphics for
downloading the apps that Canara offers for a simple banking
experience. This not only is an important section of the store in terms
of visuals but also holds importance in the information prioritization.

OR Text Graphic

OR Code Graphic

Digital Lounge

Column Graphics

L E F T . ELEVATION . DIGITAL BRANCH

White Glossy Laminate

White Glossy Laminate
Wooden False Ceiling Blocks
Tagline Placement

W.G.L
21” Mac
Desktop
Table

Table Bar Stool Set 1

W.G.L

Sofa

Sofa

Table Bar Stool Set 1

Center Table

The elevation entirely facing the states, high class society view giving the waiting customers a breath-taking view.
From the left, 2 high seated chairs with a mini round table allows customers to work invidiually or discuss issues with the bank employee on a one on
one base. In today’s wireless workplace, work can happen anywhere in the office. Lounge seating is a key component in planning effective, supportive activity Spaces, both formal and informal. Our seating captures the functional needs of today and the spirit of tomorrow. Modern design creates
elegance and expresses the corporate culture and executive’s personal style. Executive office furniture highlights the office as an area for communication, and its design stands for clear decisions.

R I G H T . ELEVATION . DIGITAL BRANCH

White Glossy Laminate
Staff Entry only

Manager’s Room

Pantry

Alluminium/Silver Laminate

Manager’s Cabin Signage
Glass Window

Touch Banking Signage

Home Loan
Graphics
Glass Structure

Tab Stand

63” Television

Alluminium/Silver
Laminate

Robot
Stand

To the atmost right is the technologically advanced room.The most attractive feature of the Digital Branch is a robot that addresses basic queries
of customers on banking products and services. The Canara Robot a humanoid shape and with accurate body movements giving him life and making him a truly endearing bank assistant. This is a first-of-its kind initiative by a public sector bank in the country. The robot can listen to customer
queries and offers guidance depending upon the question The bank is in the process of re-inventing branch strategy and moving towards more
digitisation and self-service channels. Next to the robot room is the Manager’s Cabin for futhur queries .The cabin is placed in a way that each and
every part of the branch is visibly in reach. The ad placed on the circular fitting glass is the enhance the vision from the inside of the cabin.

Home Loan Graphics

Touch Banking
Touch Banking

Staff Only Signage

Digital Lounge

Manager’s Room Signage

Elevation Graphics

Speak to Bro Signage

ELEVATION . MANAGER’S ROOM

Wallpaper

Wallpaper

White Glossy Laminate

Lounge Seating

Manager’s
Working Desk

Manager’s
Working Desk
Center Table

F R O N T .ELEVATION

Explanation

Lounge
Chair

R I G H T .ELEVATION

Glass Partition
Home Loan Graphics

L E F T .ELEVATION

The contemporary executive L-shaped desk combines an executive desk and computer desk into one impressive package. With a rich solid surface
finish over genuine white polish, the subtle white, understated design of the expertly crafted furniture pieces will add class to the manager’s cabin.
The center table a piece of fine geometry brings out sophistication. Thus nourishing conversations and enhancing the standards to a level higher.
Comfort raises simplicity to an art form. The L-shaped lounge sofa captures the functional needs of today and the spirit of tomorrow.
The left elevation as mentioned earlier is a tuffen glass cut out. A home loan artwork stuck over it for branding of the same as the exterior of the
glass is visible from the main digital lounge section.

Solid Surface : Exterior
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White

RICH CUSTOMER INTERACTION

Lamination : Violet Lamination
Company : Formica
Code : FI 1311 (SF)
Colour : Rhodolite Matte

Center Desk
Solid Surface : Solid Sheet
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White’
Lamination : White Laminate
Company : VIR
Code : Milky White SG4001
Colour : Glossy White

Working Desk
FACE THE FUTURE

ELEVATION . MANAGER’S ROOM

Non-Digital Era
Graphics

First Computer
Graphics

Start of Digitalisation
Graphic

White Glossy Laminate
Text, Logo
Graphic
Video Banking Signage

White Glossy Laminate

Center Table

L E F T .ELEVATION

White Glossy Laminate

Center
Table

F R O N T .ELEVATION

Center Table

R I G H T .ELEVATION

The IP conference room has a small screen which is a mode of live streaming conversation with the expert. Video banking to facilitate interaction
with remote-site Subject Matter Experts on various categories of retail loans and corporate advances. Evolution of the computers in the banking
sector is well presented by graphics on the wall. Designed to also aid as a conference room, the IP conference room has a center table adding
style and functtionality to the same and circling the same with 4 red lounge chairs for extreme comfort and luxury.

ELEVATION
ELEVATION

R I G H T
L E F T

F R O N T

Video Banking Signage

ELEVATION

IP Conference Room

Wall Graphics

OUTSOURCING KNOWLEDGE

Material Library
Lamination : White Lamination
Company : VIR
Code : SG 4001
Colour : Super Glossy White

Lamination : White Lamination
Company : VIR
Code : SF 4001
Colour : Matte White

Lamination : Wooden Lamination
Company : VIR
Code : CM 8584
Colour : Walnut Brown

Flooring Company : Simpolo
Code : Alaska Whiite
Size : 4’ x 4’
Tile Colour : Glossy White

Lamination : Violet Lamination
Company : Formica
Code : FI 1311 (SF)
Colour : Rhodolite Matte

Flooring Company : Euro make
Code :
Size : 40” x 8”
Colour : Walnut Brown

Lamination : Black Lamination
Company : VIR
Code : SF 1015
Colour : Jade Black

Flooring Company : China Make
Code : not provided
Size : 2’ x 2’
Colour : Metallic Silver

Lamination : Metallic Lamination
Company : Formica
Code : F - I . 1651
Colour : Metallic Finish

Solid Surface : Solid Sheet 6mm
Company : GRANUIM
Code : GRE – 101 – Pure White
Colour : White’

The 3Dimensional View
An image speaks a thousand words . An accurate CANDI , as the end construction shaped model . Branding of C A N D I .

C A N D I : VIEW 1

C A N D I : VIEW 2

C A N D I : VIEW 3

C A N D I : VIEW 4
*Please note the pillar layer has been hidder for better visibility of the elevations

C A N D I : VIEW 5

ABOUT

SHOD

“If things are not failing, you are not innovating enough.”
Stephen’s house of design is a Mumbai based start-up solely into Design conceptualization and implementation for any design sub-head; Digital designs, Interior designing, Marketing designs, Digital Marketing, Brand
positioning through design, Logo and other means of design elements to differentiate.
We love to experiment while conceptualizing and absorb inputs from every possible direction, all kind of associates, clients and sometimes intuitions. The basic idea that makes it a design worth liking starts from imagination and building a virtual figure of the same. Having an edge of being able to 3D design the space, we make
sure all the possible changes suggested by the client shall be tested and implemented on the virtual base first.
The understanding of target market and segment was a critical head for the project. New technology not only
simplifies work but also targets behaviour of the young people in the main stream. Hence all the design perspective was to keep the look youthful yet elite.
CANDI is a very special project for SHOD for several reasons. We achieved completion of CANDI in just 2
months starting from CAD plans to a ready store. This is our first project with a giant banking firm of its kind;
Canara Bank. As this was the first branch in the CANDI chain, we got an opportunity to design completely new
things and experimenting. The entire team at Canara and associates were supportive to the core.

TEAMWORK

IS A STRATEGIC DECISION

We would like to thank the entire team of CANDI for the strong foundation they made.
The kind of trust we received in the course of building the same is valuable. All the divisions and associates were
very supportive and contributed every bit in the making of CANDI.
We would like thank Team DIT , Premises Team , Head Office for providing us the opportunity and timely guidance
during the course. The contractor and his team were a great support to the project and SHOD.
The graphical team executed the process of branding work beautifully.
We look forward to this project as a very special project for us. It was a wonderful learning curve for us and
also at the same time a beautiful opportunity to test our creativity.

